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About This Game

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof

is a dynamic VR western shooter that fully immerses players into the ambiance of weird Wild West.

Stepping the tangled storyline, you will encounter many intimidating but comical enemies and fight Big Bosses.

You will have to shoot aptly and a lot using both hands as well as to use various covers and move actively, avoiding bullets of
enemies.

You will visit many beautiful locations and will be able to try a big arsenal of weapons under the rhythm of the western rock
music, jokes, and cynical humor!

Full Immersion

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof is a full immersion into the ambiance of rollicking Westerns and shooting like flash from both
hands, with cynical (and sometimes even black) humor.

Vivid Impressions

This is unforgettably vivid cocktail from emotions, in which we’ve added everything to make a player fall out of reality for a
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while to receive exactly these bright and fresh emotions we’ve only experienced when were kids.
The game will not make you bored even for a bit, constantly surprising you with its new story shifts, shootings, and various but

unchangeably hilarious enemies.

Realistic and Dynamic

This is a persistent feeling of realism of what’s around and a possibility to be on Wild West. Though, a little bit Hollywood-style.

The game will generously reward you for a desire to move actively – you can evade bullets, shut them down, and hide behind the
objects while shooting back in your enemies.

Weapons and Environment

You will have an impressive spectrum of weapons (firearms, throwing weapons, and even futuristic arms) that will allow you to
feel as an experienced shooter who is capable of dealing with hordes of attacking enemies alone.

You will visit lots of locations, every single one of which has been thoroughly thought-out and designed.

Comfort

Along with that, the game is maximally comfortable and user-friendly. You will never feel sick or discomfort during the game.

However, you will need a good physical shape to play on the high level of complexity. So, we advise you to start from easy
levels in order to receive more seamless gaming experience and get tired much lesser. There is nothing to be ashamed of!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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A cute, casual Match 3 puzzle game with a puzzle mode and you get a survival mode after you complete the first map. It's very
enjoyable, but it needs a window mode with resolution options. Alt+enter isn't enough.

And for those who've played it, it's similar to Triple Town tactically.. People seem to be confusing"Collectors addition" with
"Game Of The Year" edition. Please not that this gives you exclusives as a collector. NOT DLC MAPS.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUWq6t3HG1M. IT WAS GOOD I LICKED IT A LITTEL HARD TO USE THO BUT A
GRATE GAM I WOULD US A CONTROLLER THO. This game is basically YOSHI horzontal, combined with Tetris Vertical
and uses its own 3d engine.
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Um.....So after I listed to the cassette tape I can look around but no longer move. SIX TIMES I have tried and I cannot continue
through the game. Also on two of my attempts the chair is completely missing from the game. SEVENTH Times the charm -
the game finally worked and it was very nice. Found two different endings. Was going to try for another ending but the game
closed out. I've had my fill.. Blank black screen at startup.

No support.

Had to stare at the blank black screen for five minues before being able to write a review on the blank black screen.

All around a super enjoyable experience.. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥100%. Worth buying and playing for a few hours if it goes on
sale for around 5 bucks. Fun for a short period of time.. people there are things in this game that need to be fixed - (not worth
the price paid for the aggravation of the current game mechanics ... buy at your own risk!!!

back again this time April 28th 2019 installed the game uninstalled the game once again still have not fixed keyboard control
(Example) RShift + Left Arrow - RShift + Right Arrow for strafe L or R (muti) key functions. quot;My God... it's full of stars!"

Simple. Elegant. Beautiful.

The wonders of VR continue to amaze me.

Two-Thumbs Up!. amazing,,,,,,,,, A M A Z I N G ost. id recommend to everyone who digs jazzy ambient metal\/chipstep with a
darker tone. man its a weird genre though. Puzzle game with creative challenges. Just my kind of game. ^_^ <3. Great price for
game, but could have better graphics (not a big problem.) Would love to see events (get people involved.)

I would mainly get this game to play with friends for now, but I could see it having a small community in the near future!. Good
one for killing time, but the difficulty is not reasonable, sometimes you know you have to die more to beat the boss.
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